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Abstract: This paper develops a two-stage stochastic cost-efficiency optimized View Maintenance (VM) model subjected to
uncertain schema changes, which leads to uncertain views and model refreshment. Optimization of VM models are used for
making decisions of model configurations to be applied in different and occasional diverse future uncertain scenarios. Views
efficiency and cost data can provide the necessary information of conditions and inputs to determine an optimum preventive
maintenance policy. In this formulation, the VM model is exposed to distinct usage scenarios that are collectively represented as
the future usage profile. This profile is described by a set of specific scenarios and their probability of occurrence or likelihood.
Once these future usage profiles are known or can be estimated, the cost rate for prospective VM model configurations and
associated maintenance can be modelled. The cost-efficiency model design with maintenance modelling problem is defined as a
two-stage stochastic cost-efficiency programming problem with recourse. The decision variables for the first-stage are the
selection and the number of views to be used in the VM model, where the cost rate objective function is constrained by views
availability. The second stage variables are defined by the corrective and preventive maintenance plan in order to optimize the
maintenance time interval for planned refreshment of views in the VM model. A numerical example demonstrates that the VM
model cost rate can be optimized by these decision variables.
Keywords: Two-stage stochastic problem, Preventive maintenance, Efficiency

Introduction
There have been significant researches related to optimization of View maintenance (VM) model efficiency based
on long term forecasts of usage requirements and schema changes. In any real application, the efficiency of VM
model and its views naturally changes due to schema changes and data changes. The schema changes and data
changes affecting views efficiency then influence VM model efficiency design. The new efficiency analysis and
optimization of VM model involving cost minimization are evaluated based on variations of schema under changing
circumstances. Preventive maintenance (PM) optimization is conducted simultaneously with the VM model
efficiency. In the VM modelling, the model is exposed to distinct usages, which are represented as the future usage
profile.
In efficiency optimization, redundancy allocation is a technique to increase VM model efficiency for configuration
design. Redundancy allocation problems with multiple choices of views are NP-hard. Several techniques have been
studied to solve efficiency optimization for redundancy allocation problems. Heuristics, meta-heuristics or exact
algorithms have been used for solving redundancy allocation problems [1]. In addition, there are numerous
techniques for optimization of PM policy. Maintenance optimization is formulated to minimize costs of maintenance
and/or to increase model availability [2,3]. Although many researches focus on PM policy, the best method to solve
the PM optimization problem is still not always understood.
The PM optimization for model was studied to minimize cost per unit time [4]. The optimization model of [5] is
solved by Bender’s decomposition to schedule PM considering the total cost objective function. The PM scheduling
models have also been formulated as mixed-integer linear programming VM models [5,6]. Cheng et al [7] presented
optimization models to minimize model cost subject to efficiency considering the PM time interval. The analytical
model of PM was analyzed by considering the expected cost rate objective function and PM policy based on a
Weibull distribution in [8]. They develop a mathematical formulation of PM period and the number of PM events.
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When uncertainty lies in views or VM model efficiency for different scenarios, changes of schema, usage
requirements, or data change can cause different efficiency characteristics for the VM model. Efficiency
optimization research has been developed for considering uncertainty using mathematical programming the VM
models. In general, stochastic programming (SP) with recourse to consider uncertainty has been studied. Dantzig
[9], Birge and Louveaux [10] and Kall and Wallace [11] proposed the formulation of stochastic problems with
recourse and reviewed the basic concepts, methods and applications. The mathematical program where parameters
in the objective function or constraints are uncertain is considered as stochastic programming. When some
parameters are random, then solutions and the optimal objective value of the problem are also random. The twostage stochastic decision is for dealing with uncertainty. After the first-stage decision, a random event occurs
affecting the outcome. Solving a recourse problem is to evaluate the second stage that compensates for any impact
that might have been experienced from the first-stage decision. The two-stage stochastic programming model has
been formulated in many standard forms. Two-stage stochastic integer programming and two-stage stochastic mixed
integer programmings have been developed [12].
In this paper, maintenance costs and VM model efficiency improvement for designs are studied and the two-stage
stochastic programming problem that relates VM model efficiency optimization and PM is formulated. Many
objective frameworks with randomness of future usages are proposed for the two-stage stochastic problem. The
decision variable in first-stage is the number of views used in each VM model affecting VM model cost-rate and
VM model efficiency. The decision makers must make a decision at the current time from the best-known
information. For the second-stage decision, corrective actions are designed based on realization of full information.
The corrective actions represent the maintenance time interval for refreshment of the views in the VM model.
Future usages Profile of Data changes and Schema changes
Uncertainty in future usages can involve several factors of uncertain schema/load to views within the future usage
profile, as shown in Figure 1. Sometimes, VM model efficiency estimation is often problematic due to unplanned
variation, or changing schema changes. More often, not only data changes and schema changes but also business
requirements changes can be uncertain and dependent on usage conditions of views and models in the future.
Future Usage

Business req.

Schema change

Data Change.

Figure 1. Uncertainty in Future usages

Views/schema parameters are represented in the future usage scenarios as vectors, which describe how changing
schema changes in different future usage scenarios affect efficiency functions. Uncertain schema factors are
demonstrated in the form of a random vector U in the future usage profile. The VM model parameter Uk is a random
variable of the kth schema factor that the views or VM model experiences. A random future usage vector is
represented with c different operating usage and schema factors where each uncertain usage condition has different
effects on each views, U = (U1, U2, …, Uc ).
The future usage profile defines possible future usage scenarios defined by future usage schema vectors. In practice,
the possible future usage scenarios can be enumerated from prediction of how the VM model will be used and
possible occurrences of each future usage. The future usage schema vector in each scenario l is determined from
random future usage vector U. There are c different factors of future usage schema changes which determine how
schema changes of different factors change in that future usage scenario. For example, the determined future usage
vector for possible future scenario l is represented by vector ul, vector u 2 for possible future scenario 2 and so on.
p1
Usage vector
u1
Usage vector
u2
p2
u0=0
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Usage vector uv

Figure 2. Discrete scenarios in future usage profile

In Figure 2, the possible future usage vectors in the future usage profile are defined as ul and each future usage
scenario is associated with a probability pl. Let ul = (u 1l, u2l,…,ucl) represent a determined vector of data change
and/or schema changes. For example, for electronic, temperature is a critical contributor to views failure (u1l), and
for a given future usage scenario, the risk of views failure increases along with increasing temperatures. For
mechanical, mechanical loading (u2l) and schema (u3 l) are important factors. The current data and schema vector is
u0 and it is known with certainty and given as u 0 = 0. Each schema from future usage profile is defined by the
usage vector ul. All schema changes have been scaled from 0 to 1. For example, u2 l is a second usage variable at
future l.
View Maintenance Model
For this paper, a parallel VM model maintenance is introduced for the stochastic efficiency model, as shown in
Figure 3. Since the number of multiple views, x, is connected within a VM model, the VM model efficiency is given
in Eq. (1).
R(x;t) = 1− (1−r)x

(1)

Figure 3. Parallel VM model

For our proposed VM model efficiency function, the future usage profile of data changes and schema changes is
considered for developing a model efficiency. The views efficiency (ri) is no longer constant, but a random variable.
The number of multiple views, x, is connected and the VM model efficiency is given as follows:
R( x, U;t) = 1− (1− r(U;t))x

(2)

U is a random future usage vector, so r(U;t) and R(x,U;t) are also random variables. The VM model efficiency
equation is derived from the views reliabilities based on the future usage profile.
A. Maintenance Policy with refreshment time interval variable
A time refreshment maintenance policy of stochastic VM model efficiency is modelled from a renewal reward
process that contains multiple random variables.. The refreshment for the entire VM model is applied after the time
interval y. When the VM model is outdated before time y, the refreshment is done immediately. Long run average
time refreshment cost per unit time can be evaluated as:

Expected maintenance cost between the two
refreshments
lim(C(t) / t) =
Expected time between the two refreshments
t→∞

E(TC
= )
E(U )

(3)
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where TC is the total cost of a renewal cycle, and U is the length of the renewal cycle. The cycle time is equal to
time y for preventive refreshment. Then the expected total maintenance cost for a VM model is given as:
(4)
E(TC) = (CF + CR )(1− R( y)) + CR R( y) = CF (1− (y)) + CR
In each cycle, we have one refreshment, and the cost CR should be considered in all cases. However, if the VM
model is outdated before the fixed refreshment interval, CF, the cost on an unanticipated outdation, should also be
included, and the probability of outdation before refreshment interval y is 1 - R( y ). Expected time between two
refreshments is
y
y
E[U ] = yR( y) + ∫ tf (t) dt = ∫ R(t) dt .
0
0

(5)
(6)

Based on Equations (4) to (5), the avertime long-run maintenance cost rate is given as
CF (1− R( y)) +CR

CR( y) =

CF (1− R( y)) + CR
=
y
y
yR( y) + ∫ tf (t) dt
∫ R(t) dt
0
0

Notation
U
ul
C
αik
x
y
C(t)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

random schema vector, U = (U1, U2, …, Uc)
Random schema variable U {u1, u2, …, uv}
cost constraint
Sensitivity coefficient for views i and schema factor k
Design variable of number of viewss
Maintenance inspection interval variable in different scenarios (yl)
cumulative maintenance cost by time t

CR(y)

=

average time long-run maintenance cost rate

E[U]

=

expected value of the renewal cycle length

E[TC]
CR
CF

=
=
=

expected value of the total maintenance cost of the renewal cycle
refreshment cost per unit
cost of refreshment caused by outdation

.

Mathematical Formulation
To illustrate the proposed VM modelling, the two-stage stochastic problem is presented to model design efficiency
under uncertainty. The long-term forecast is used for making decisions about the VM model configuration to be
implemented in different future usage scenarios. However, the future conditions cannot be explicitly predicted. The
decision makers must decide without fully understanding of future information. The decision variables in the firsttime are represented as the number of views composed in the VM model. The second-time decision variables
represent when the preventive or corrective actions are taken. Decision variables of maintenance refreshment time
interval are determined to optimize the VM model maintenance cost rate.
The number of views and maintenance time interval are decision variables in the objective function. Future usages
depending on schema factors are also the parameters in the VM model and considered as random variable. This two
-stage stochastic programming with recourse represents the cost-rate model design with maintenance modelling in
Eq. (7).
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min cA (x) + Q(x, y)
s.t. 1 ≤ x ≤ xmax
x {0,1,2,3,...}
where
Q(x, y) = EU[Q(U, y; x)]
v
= ∑pl Q(ul , y; x)
l=1
cA (x) = cx( A P ,int%, N )

Reliability of system: R(x,y,U) =1− (1− r( y,U))x
Component reliability: r(y,U) = exp(−( y/η(U))β )

(7) & (8)

The net present value formula (A P,int,N) =int(1+int)N / (1+int)N −1 is the relationship between P and A for
finding a uniform series of end-of-period cash flows of amount A for N periods. cA(x) is the equivalent end of period
cash flows in a uniform series for a specified number of periods, starting at the end of the first period and continuing
through the last period.
The optimization VM model given in (7) is known as implicit representation of the stochastic program. By
considering the value function or recourse function in (8), the condense representation can be shown in Eq. (9)
min 𝑐𝑥 𝐴 𝑃, 𝑖𝑛𝑡%, 𝑁

v

+

𝑝𝑙 Q(𝐮𝑙 , 𝐲; 𝑥)
𝑙=1

s.t. 1 ≤ x ≤ xmax
x ɛ {0,1,2,3,...}
where

(9)

Q( yl ,U;x) = CF [(1− r( yl ,U))x ]+CR/
o-y ʃR(t;U, x)dt

In the VM model, the decision variable, x, is required to have integer solution while another decision variable, yl, is
continuous. The technique presented to solve the two-time stochastic VM model is a heuristic approach, which is
used to obtain integer solutions. In order to simplify computational complexity from mixed-integer programming,
one decision variable is searched along with another to optimize the best solutions.
A. Numerical Example
The optimization VM model of VM model cost-efficiency and maintenance are designed based on parameter values
given in [15-18]. Future usage profile is expressed in Fig. 4 with three future usage schema variables and there are
four probabilities pl = (0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1) for four scenarios. The future usage schema variables are related to changes
of schema, data changes, and requirement changes have been scaled from zero to one. Each possible scenario is used
for the decisions corresponding to each possible future usage.
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p2=0.4
u1=( 0.2357 0.1898 0.1938)
p1=0.4
u0=0

u2= (0.5745 0.5705 0.5709)
p3=0.1
p4=0.1

u3= (0.7336 0.6396 0.7359)
u4=( 0.9815 0.9244 0.9517)

Figure 4. Future usage probability (ul is the operating usage and schema vector, l=1,2,…v)
The future usage profile displays the probabilities associated with data and schema ul vector. Each future usage
vector represents one scenario that the views in the VM model may experience. The current data and usage schema
vector is given as u0 = 0.
An example problem is solved to demonstrate the numerical results by using the optimization technique for the
optimal continuous solution. Neighborhood search algorithm is performed to solve the mathematical formulation for
the recommended integer solution.
Consider a parallel VM model where number of views represented by decision variable x. Views cost is c. The net
present value and equivalent cash flow annual cost method are used to evaluate the annual VM model cost and
budget with interest rate (int = 0.2) and period of time (N =20).
The decision makers make a decision at the current time from the best known information in the future usage
profile. Given the four future usage scenarios, the second-stage or correction action can be computed from ∑pl Q(ul ,
y; x) . The maintenance time interval is represented by decision variable yl. The pattern search algorithm and
combinatorial neighbourhood search are used to find the recommended solutions of the number of views and the
optimal maintenance policy.
This example demonstrates the VM model feasibility and the solutions of two-stage stochastic VM model are shown
in Table 1. The recommended number that optimizes annual VM model cost and maintenance is not more than 3
multiple views in parallel. The maintenance refreshment intervals from the second-stage decision are taken for each
scenario and also shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Solution of parallel VM model maintenance

Series 1
Series 2
Series 3

Number
Maintenance time interval
Maintenance time interval
Maintenance time interval

Min Value Max value
1
3
1
−
−
2
−
22

Annual VM model cost
Overall

9501

−

($/unit time)
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Figure 5: Implementation code
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Figure 6: Result
Conclusion
Maintenance costs and VM model efficiency improvement for designs are studied and the two-stage stochastic
programming problem that relates VM model efficiency optimization and PM is formulated. The decision variable
in first-stage is the number of views used in each VM model affecting VM model cost-rate and VM model
efficiency For the second-stage decision, corrective actions are designed based on realization of full information.
The corrective actions represent the maintenance time interval for refreshment of the views in the VM model.
The study of two-stage stochastic problem is presented due to uncertainty occurring in the different future usage
scenarios. The mathematical VM model of two-stage stochastic program considering future usage profile is
demonstrated and provides recommend solutions for VM model configuration and updated maintenance policy in
the numerical example.
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